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We have subjecteda silica core fiber optic cable to 4 years of low-level neutron and gamma
radiation fromPrinceton's TFTR controlled fusionexperimentThe accumulated dosewas 200
Gy. As a result of the radiation, we have measuredincreasedal_nuadons of 100 - 300 dB/km
in the visible part of _e spectrum,and a decreaseof the numerical aperture. An attempt to
decreasethisdamageby photobleachingfailed.We arguethatthisfailureisnotunexpected,

sincetherateofdamageissoslowandthedme scaleso longthattheself-annealingprocess

keepstheresidualdamageattheirreduciblelevelseeninotherexperiments.The implications

ofthesefindingsforcontrolledfusiondiagnosticsduringupcomingexperimentswithhighly

reactivedeuu:rium-tritiumplasmasarediscussed.

1 Introduction
I

The useof highpurity fusedsilicaopticalfibers to transmitvisible light from controlled

. fusion experimental chambers to a remote data handling area has grown enormously in the past
10 years. Now there is virtually no experiment without a set of optical fibers. At the same
time, the progress of the field has meant that radiation from fusion products is creating
radiation fields high enough that their effects cannot be ignored. In particular, the current large
tokamaks (JET, JT-60, TFTR, and DIII-D) have achieved levels of temperature and
confinement which result in substantial amounts of deuterium fusion. Princeton' s TFTR will
soon move to the much more reactive mixture of deuterium and tritium (D - T). Shortly after,
JET, the European Community's tokamak, will begin its final campaign using a D - T plasma.
We can expect the D - T fusion rate, and the accompanying radiation, to increase about 200
times above the present D - D levels.

The radiation effects in fibers arise primarily from (n,7) reactions in the material in the
vicinity of the tokamak. The neutrons, emitted in the reaction D + D --->He 3 (0.8 MeV) + n
(2.45 MEV), are quickly thermalized and captured. The resulting nuclei are almost always in
an excited state, and relax with the emission of gamma rays with energies ranging from several
MeV down into the kev range. In the D - T phase, the reaction is D + T --->o_(3.5 MeV) +n
(14 MEV). The gamma rays cause two serious problems in an optical fiber. They cause

• fluorescence in the fiber (either directly or from Compton- or photo-electrons), which adds a
spectrally broad background under the desired signal. They also cause damage to the structure
of the fiber which reduces the signal and changes the calibration of the system. (Diagnostic

, fibers usually carry analog signals.) Both of these radiation effects vary in time, and will be
difficult to separate from the desired signals.

In an earlier paper, we reported the first measurements of radiation induced fiber
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fluorescence in a tokamak diagnostic.l We also showed evidence for radiation induced opacity
(and for its self annealing) during a plasma discharge, and mentioned that the fibers showed
signs of permanently damaged transmission. Similar measurements have been reported by
Morgan on his fiber system at JET, although he has not seen evidence of the self annealing
which we have reported.2

In this paper we report the results of transmission measurements on a fiber exposed to long
term, relatively low level, radiation from TFTR, and compare it to a sample from the same
spool which has not been exposed to radiation. This is the first study of these effects arising
from the radiation field produced by the current generation of controlled fusion experiments.
The effects are large, with an added attenuation of 0.3 dB/m resulting from radiation damage
accumulated over 4 years of low yield fusion experiments. (Undamaged fibers typically have
attenuations of 0.03 dB/m at these wavelengths.) We also have measured the numerical
aperture (NA) of the fibers, and find a marked decrease in the NA of the irradiated fiber.
Finally, we report on our unsuccessful attempts to photo-bleach the radiation damage using a
He- Ne laser.

2 Transmission Measurements

Absolute transmission measurements are much more difficult than relative ones. We have

taken the easier route of comparing the transmission of a fiber exposed to radiation in the "IT'IR
test cell with the transmission of two other lengths of fiber from the same batch but not
exposed to radiation. Ali three fibers we cut from one length of QSF60OA, a 600 lain core,
polymer clad, high purity fused silica fiber manufactured by Quartz & Silice (now Fibres °
Optiques Industries). We purchased a 608 m length in 1988 (manufacturer's lot number
GP20527). The transmission at 0.85 l.tm was measured as 6.04 dB/km by the manufacturer. ,
(The nominal attenuation is about 4 dB/km for this fiber type.) The fiber that was exposed to
radiation was a loop 103.6 m long. We ran it from our data acquisition area in the basement of
the TFTR building up to the Test Cell (which contains the tokamak) and back again. We
installed the loop in July, 1988, cutting it from near the beginning of the spool. Later, we cut
fibers of 36.3 m and 1.6 m from near the end of the spool. Ali three fibers were terminated at
both ends by Radiall crimp-on ferrules, type F 706054000. On our 40-channel fiber optic
system HAIFA (H-Alpha Interference Filter Array), we use a fiber cleaver to prepare_the ends
of fibers.3 The minor losses and non-uniformities that this termination introduces are

unimportant for that system. For the present transmission and N.A. tests, we needed a more
uniform technique, so we polished ali the ends, finishing with a 0.3 ktm aluminum oxide lap.
We inspected the ends visually; ali 6 fiber ends appeared identical.

Figure 1 shows the experim_ntal configuration of the test cell loop for the measurements.
Off-the-shelf instrument indicator LEDs were mounted in a female bulkhead ferrule connector.
The ferrule at one end of a fiber was screwed into the connector so that the fiber end was in

contact with the top center of the LEDs plastic case. The other end of the fiber was inserted
into a 10 cm diameter integrating sphere. A photodiode detector (EG&G HUV 1000B,
operated in the zero-bias mode) looked into the side of the sphere at a location where it was not
illuminated by the optical exit cone of the fiber.

The measta-ed LED signal intensities were low when coupled this way, and because some
authors (cited below) have reported photobleaching at very low power densities we made no
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_ , effort to increase the levels. Instead, we used
__I ,'_ a lock-in detector to detect signals which were

(reatOetl) "t /"- 1-'" well buried in the detector's broad band noise

_L.._ (0- 1 kHz). The LEDs were driven by a

, _ ro_m voltage and frequency stabilized 50 Hz square
k wave. The LED driving voltage was used by

, _ __ @ the lock-in as a reference.
I We used three LEDs, covering the most

_,s_op=n_,r) __ _ _ widely used band of wavelengths used by_..q_ fiber-based diagnostics. Our most sensitive

L ( Kh /_'m, wavelength in TFTR fiber diagnostics is 523

i_so.._. ] "__ L_-*n I nra, where a line-free region offers a chanceto measure the weak continuum radiation of

electron bremsstrahlung. This signal is a
Figure 1-The radiation in the Test Cell which is
causing the damage and the fluorescence is pri.marily measure of plasma purity, and is a major
a gamma ray flux resulting from the (n,g) reacuons diagnostic tool.4, 3 For that reason, the green
of the thermalized neutrons. This radiation is
largely isotropic, but ts stronger close to the LED transmission tests are most important.
machine: that is both where the neutrons are We also have used a yellow and a red LED.

produced and where most of the neutron capture The red offers a good measure of behavior insites are located. The floor is 2 m thick under the
machine, and is boron-bearing concrete. We assume the important region of Hot radiation at 656
that ali the damage is done to _hat section of the nm (the hydrogen n = 3 --* n = 2
fiber which is above the floor, about 7 m. The
LEDs were used for the transmission tests. They transition).

, were replaced by a beam-expanded laser for the The spectra of the LEDs is shown in

numerical aperture tests. Figure 2. Although there is overlap in the
LED output spectra, the resolution is adequate

• lO , _ ... , for measuring broadband radiation induced

_ : "_ transmission loss.

--, 0,8 I t : ;I
: ;I

_1 " 1 The signal at the detector in Fig. 1

0.8 : _ depends on source brightness and input and
oc ._6-_ _ _-33--'-_,
X " _ta : _,,. output coupling as well as tire fiber

0.4 _,_- '_ o-_ .: _='. transmission. To eliminate this uncertainty,
_ _ : =., we compared the "atio of the light transmitted

,', o.a % ..
" _ = by the fiber shown in Fig. 1 with that
..a t '" '_'_, l

o.o r __ ,, transmitted by the undamaged fibers, using
soo 8so soo 8so zoo the same source and detector arrangement.

Wavelength (nra) With this technique, only the bulk
transmission enters, since we have taken

Figure 2-Here are the spectral characteristics of pains to make the other effects the same. Wethree light _mitting diodes used to measure the
transient and static transmission of the fibers, expect the transmission to fall as
These diodes are common green, yellow, and red

, instrument panel lights from our stockroom. We
run them with current levels below saturation, 1) T o_ e- kt.,
typically about 10 mA. LED's can be modulated
to a good square wave, which makes data analysis

) easy. Their spectral widths allow resolutionof the where L is the length of the fiber and k is the
wavelength dependence of the transmission. The attenuation coefficient in m"1.
positions of two critical wavelengths, visible
bremsstrahlung and Ha, are shown on the graph.
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1.o In Figure 3, we show the raw signals of
0.8 o r., u_D the three LEDs for the three fibers on a log

x _,._ LED axis, plotted as a function of the total fiber
0.e • y_**wt.EO length. Since the signal should fall

_ o.4 exponentially with length, the fact that the
_z 0.3 _ _ data from the Test Cell loop do not lie on the ,
._ / __ straight line of the two unexposed fibers(..) referencefiber
o

8 0.2 /4 _ shows that the Test Cell loop is damaged.
/

fiber loop into tmr _ Figure 4 shows the fiber attenuation as a

o.1 t t J I I function of wavelength for the undamaged
o 2o 4o 8o 8o 10o 12o and damaged fibers. The slope of the first

n_r t.or_th,m two points in Fig. 3 determines the value of k
in Eq. !) for the undamaged fiber. We have

Figure 3 - The detectorsignal for the three LEDs in calculated

each of the three fibers. Since the attenuationof the -'°.X2.'e2_'qt_'_)fibers is exponentialin length, the deviation of the In (
Test Cell fiberpointfrom the line drawnthroughthe S_hort
referencefibersonthissemi-loggraphshowsadditional 2) k =
attenuationin thatfiberarisingfromradiationdamage. Llong- Lshort

c,o for each of the three colors, and for the
so _ _ damaged and undamaged fibers. S is the

"Y .k
detector signal for the fibers, and L is the

40 v _r length. In Fig. 4, we have plotted the '

attenuations in dB/km, the usual units, on a
_ graph which also shows the typical

20 T _ transmission of this fiber from data supplied "

o u,_am,0_n_ _ by the manufacturer. The data for the
• _._.o**n_ _ undamaged fiber are in good agreement with

lo j I t _1 \ the manufacturer's specifications. The data
,5o 5oo _ _o _o _ for the damaged fiber show a larger increase

Wavelength,am in attenuation at shorter wavelengths, an
effect which has been seen before in studies

Figure4 - The transmissiondatafor thedamagedand done at much higher levels of radiation.5
undamagedfibers(thefiberthat mns to theTestCell
and back andthe fibers that havestayed spooledin
storage). The horizontalerrorbars are the full-width The data in Fig. 4 are incomplete,
at half-maximumof theLEDspectrausedto measure however, in the sense that the damaged
the transmission(see Fig. 2), and the verticalerror section in the "rest Cell fiber is probablybars are an estimate of the uncertainty in the '
transmission measurement. The curve is the limited to the length of fiber above the floor
manufacturer'stypicaltransmissiondatafor this type in the Test Cell. This section is only 7 m
of fiber.Thedatafromthedamagedfibersuggestthat
the effect of radiation on transmissionincreasesat long. The floor under the tokamak is a good
shorterwavelengths. .shield for both neutrons and gamma rays, ,

and the section in the Test Cell basement

probably is little damaged. Although the shielding factor is complicated by penetrations for
diagnostic and operational access to the tokamak, the attenuation by the floor of both neutrons ,
and gamma rays is expected to be a factor of more than 100.6 In this case, the transmission of
the fiber can be broken into two parts,

1
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3)

T = Tbasement x TTest Cell ,c e -kbLb × e -kq_LTC
1

and we shall assume that the attenuation in the basement, kb, is the same as the undamaged
' fiber attenuation. What we have really plotted above in Fig. 4 for the damaged fiber is an

effective attenuation, keff. If we express the attenuation in the damaged section as the sum of
the normal attenuation and an added part due to radiation, k.TC = k + A, we find that the
effective attenuation we have shown above in Fig. 4 can be expressed as

4) keff=k +_aLTC_'Lb .

This added attenuation, A, is 300 ± 50 dB/km in the green, and 140 ± 50 dB/km in the red.
These values are much larger than the undamaged levels.

We now need to ask what exposure caused such a loss in transmission. The Test Cell loop
fiber was installed in July, 1988. Since that time, TFTR has made about 30,000 high-current
plasma discharges, for a total plasma duration of about 50 hours. Hot fusing plasmas,
produced by auxiliary heating, occurred during only a small fraction of the total plasma time.

We have had _erhaps 3 hours of plasmas which produce substantial radiation from the reaction
D + D _ He _ + n and the subsequent (n,7) reactions following capture of the neutron.
Between Augast 1988 and September 1992, when we took the transmission data shown
above, _ produced 5.3 x 1019 neutrons. Measurements and modeling of the radiation

0 produced by neutrons in the TFTR Test Cell predict that lxl019 D - D neutrons produce 40
Gy (1 Gy = 100 Rad) at the location of the fiber loop.6 From this, we estimate that the Test
Cell fiber has accumulated 200 Gy, with an error perhaps as large as a factor of 2. This large

\o error arises because the radiation field varies strongly with distance just at the edge of the
tokamak, and the TC loop is not in a well defined position, but comes up through the floor and
winds around the vacuum vessel, then returns.

S.0x1019 ] ] Figure 5 shows the integrated neutron
_, 4.0 __.f production by TFTR plotted as a function of

= J calen&tr day during the 2 rears that the fiber
3.0 loop was in the Test Cell This is a low rate

/ of radiation and subsequ,_nt damage. A2.0

_, _ typical high reactivity shot produces perhaps

__ 1.0 2x1016 rds for 0.5 sec, yielding a radiation

, , , , dose of 0.08 Gy to the fiber. Figure 5 is
0.0 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 made up of a staircase of such small

increases over 4 years.
Days fromInstallation

To put our observations into perspective,
we must look at the other work on this field.

Figure 5-The integratedneutronproductionon TFTR
'_ for the 4 yearsfrom the time of installationof the Test The subject of radiation damage to fibers is

Cell fiber loop to the conclusionof the run of 1992. of importance to a number of people. Fiber
Neutron production is shown versus calendar day. communication links are widely used by bothqP During times when the machine was undergoing
upgradestherewasnoneutronproduction; theseare the the nuclear fission power community and the
longflatperiods, nuclear weapons labs. A _eat deal of work
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has been done in support of these needs. An excellent summary has been given by Friebele et
al.7 A common link through this work is a large variation in susceptibility to radiation. Small
differences in fiber composition or manufacturing techniques result in large (greater than an
order of magnitude) differences in attenuation for the same dose rate. That said, ota"results are L
consistent with other measurements in many respects, and we may make the following
observations.

At the low dose rate and over the extended period of damage, we expect the transient
effects to be gone. The complex self-annealing behavior of the radiation damage in ali fibers
tested is complete in about 105 s; our measurements were made more than 107 s after most of
the radiation. Therefore, we are looking at the equilibrium state of the transmission. Data
shown by Friebele show that the equilibrium attenuation levels are typically 5% of the level
immediately after damage. Current thinking is that attenuation is due primarily to the formation
of alkali-electron centers (even at the alkali levels of only 40 - 90 ppb typical of high purity
fused silica cores). Both the self-annealing and the photobleaching can be well modeled by this
assumption. We know of no similarly accurate description of the residual attenuation, but one
readily can believe that some of the defects are so strongly pinned that bimolecular
recombination (the supposed annealing mechanism) is totally inhibited. (We shall d;_scuss
another possible source of the irreducible attenuation in the next section.) Since most fiber
communication work is done in the infrared, it is not surprising that studies have concentrated
almost exclusively on transmission at 0.82 }.maand beyond, lt is possible to make some
extrapolation, however, and our measured increase in attenuation of 100 - 300 dB/km for a
200 Gy accumulation is consistent with observations of other Quartz & Silice silica core fibers. ,

A final note of caution is in order here. We cannot discount the possibility that our
observations on the test cell fiber are due at least in part to mechanical damage suffered 'after
installation. The fiber route is the site of frequent movement of large, very heavy objects. ,.
However, we believe that the spectral structure of the attenuation argues for radiation damage.
As soon as our observations are done, we shall sacrifice the fiber and critically exandne the 7 m
above the floor. Obviously, this will end the long-term observations.

3 Numerical Aperture Measurements

The numerical aperture (NA) of a fiber loosely is defined as the sine of the half-angle of the
cone of emitted light when the fiber is optically filled.8 Values of NA of 0.25 to 0.4 are quoted
for SiO2 fibers, corresponding to an exit cone half-angle of 14 degrees to 24 degrees. We will
use the half-height at half-maximttm of the fiber's angular bandpass to define this number in
the following discussion.

Total internal reflectance of the fiber's core-cladding interface sets the upper bound to the
NA. We wondered if damage to the cladding or the cladding-core interface might be reflected
in a reduced NA. For larger angles of incidence, a ray strikes the cladding interface more
often, and enhanced absorption of the evanescent wave in the cladding would attenuate this ray
more strongly than a near-axial ray. ,

The polymer cladding material used on our fibers is known to suffer radiation damage.
Friebele cites work in his review that shows that 104 Gy causes embrittlement of the cladding.7
Observable damage to the optical properties should occur at a much lower level, perhaps at the 0
200 Gy level our loop has experienced.

The numerical aperture was measured with the same detector arrangement described above.
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For the input we used a He - Ne laser

1.0o __._,_::.2_._ _ 1.am_r with a beam expander adjusted for a highly
_" 0.e0 _ - -- asrnfiber coUimated beam larger than the fiber end

'"',.--\_ ..... lo4m_r face. The fiber was clamped with its face
o_

J

o.6o ",, _ on the axis of a rotary stage on an optical
"', _._ bench. The detector signal was measured• "',

._ o.4o ",,, _\,\ as a function of input angle on both sides
of normal. A check for polarization effects",,,,

0.20 • ,.
_" ".." " __'2L'--.-.,_ found them to be unimportant over the

0.00 _ , ) , V---_.7___-_-:_'.-_ range of angles measured.
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 4o.o Figure 6 shows the normalized NA

An_k),degrees plots for the 3 fibers.

Figure6 - The normalizedtransmissioncurves for the The numerical aperture of the fibers
two referencefibers (1.6 m and 36 m) and the 104 m shows a large change going from the
fiber loopthat runsto the TestCell andback,plottedas reference fibers to the damaged fiber. Ata functionof the input angleof the parallellightsource.
The curvesareali symmetricabout the origin;for this first look, however, it seems that the
figuretheyhavebeenfoldedoverat 0 degrees,anddata reduction of the NA in the dmmged fiber isfromboth positiveand negativeanglesare included. If
wedefinethenumericalapertureasbeingmeasuredto the insufficient to account for the loss in
half-height points, the reference fibers have transmission shown in Fig. 4. While the
NA_hnrt = 0.38, NAIonl z = 0.35, and the damagedfiber
has-NXZrc= 0.27. " area under the damaged fiber's normalized

, NA curve is 71% of that of the short fiber,

the measured transmission in the red, compared to that of the short fiber, is 42%. However,
we know there is some loss of transmission in undamaged fibers, as shown by the 80%

• transmission of the 36 m reference fiber. The next step, therefore, is to ask whether the added
attenuation from radiation of the damaged fiber can be accounted for by the loss of NA. Using
the attenuation coefficients determined by the undamaged fibers, we extrapolate to a
transmission of an undamaged 104 m fiber of 51% in the red. The means that the decrease in
the NA, combined with the measured bulk attenuation of the undamaged fiber, predicts a total
transmission of 39% for the damaged fiber in the red, very close to the measured value of
42%.

This extrapolation assumes that the LED fills the fiber input angles uniformly in the
transmission tests. The red LED has a wide emission angle, and the fiber is butted against the
diffuser housing of the diode, so we may not be too far from that situation. Incomplete filling
of the fiber would cause us to overestimate the transmission of the damaged fiber, because we
would not be measuring the transmission out to the higher input angles where we know it is
selectively reduced.

We also have considered the fact that rays at a larger input angle travel further. This is a
natural mechanism decreasing the NA of undamaged fibers. It appears, however, that this
effect is not sufficient to explain an NA of 0.27 for the 104 m fiber.

This is about as far as we can go now. As we mentioned above, we plan to sacrifice the
Test Cell fiber to examine more carefully the location of the damaged region. At that time, we

, plan to measure the NA of the 3 fibers relative to each other, so that the transmission of those
rays at 0 de,ees input angle can be compared. We will then try to determine if the radiation
induced a.aenuation and numerical aperture change after full relaxation or self-annealing is due
to dama,ge in the cladding or cladding/core interface, as this preliminary work suggests.
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As an added note, we would like to point out that it is not Likelythat the configuration of the
Test Cell fiber is to blame for the reduced NA. Although the long fiber follows a tortuous path
from the data acquisition room to the Test Cell, it is ne,,er bent more sharply than to a radius of
15 cm. Tile fiber is encased in a 2.5 cm diameter CorrLok TM flexible conduit, which prevents a L
sharper bend. We mention this because it is well known that bending reduces the NA of
fibers, as rays intersect the bent fiber at angles too acute for internal reflection, and are lost.
Figure 7 shows measurernent's we have done on the short (1.6 m) fiber.

Using the short reference fiber, which has an unbent NA of 0.38 (see Fig. 6), we adjusted
the laser input angle to the half-height point on the transmission vs angle curve. At this
operating point, a very small change in the NA will give a large shift in output signal. This
change, multiplied by the slope of the curve in Fig. 6, gives the change in input angle at the

half-height point, which can be converted
0.38 ,_ to a change in NA. The fiber was wrapped

360 degrees around cylinders of various

0.2, diameter and the data in Fig. 7 were taken.
The exact shape of a transmission vs angle

0._ response curve is very involved to calculate

because of the contributions of the skew0.2 rays, rays that do not lie in a plane that
includes the fiber axis. A calculation which

0.32 A .., , , , A , _ includes only meridional rays predicts that ,
1 2 _ , 5 8 8 the shape of the curve is given by8

RadiusofFiberBend, cm

5) NA = _/n 2- n2-(__2

/

$

\R+x)Figure7- Thenumericalapertureof the 1.6mreference
fiberas a functionof the bend radius. The NA was
measuredby settingthe inputangleof the expandedlaser where n1 is the optical index of the core
beamat the steepestpointof thecurveshownin Fig.6, (1.45 for SiO2 in the red), n2 is the index
then bending the fiber and measuringthe change in
signal. This slope detectionallows a very sensitive of the polymer cladding, R is the radius of
measurementof the change in NA, and accounts for the the bend, d is the diameter of the fiber, and
smallerror bars. The solid curve is a fit to the data of

Xis the effective distance from the edge ofthe predicted behavior from Eq. 5). We can see that a
bend radius of 15 cna, the minimum allowed by the Test the fiber to the point at which the ray is
Cell fiber's condl_it, will not seriously affect the NA of being injected. (Meridional rays lie in a

the fiber, and cannotaccountfor the changesshownin plane which includes the fiber axis.) TheFig. 6.
value for n2 is determined from the NA of

the un-bent fiber, and is 1.40 for these fibers. In Fig. 7, we see a best fit to the bent-fiber NA
data, whichoccursfor a valuex = 0.5 mm. ff thisseemsa largevaluefor a0.6 mmfiber,
recall that we are already at such an acute input angle (halfway down the transmission vs angle
curve) that half of the rays are lost. This preferentially transmits rays which enter a bend on the
outside of the curve (a large value of x in this geometry) since they strike the cladding soonest,
and, hence, at a less acute angle.
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4 Attempts to Photobleach the Damaged Fibers

O Photobleaching the damaged fiber to restore transmission is an attractive notion, since it
can be done in the relative,;,onvenience of the data acquisition room away from the tokamak.
When we measured incremental attenuations of some 100 - 300 dB/km in the damaged fiber,

• we decided to see whether our damage induced attenuation could be reduced by bleaching the
damage sites with low-power laser light.

The literature on photobleaching is not entirely consistent. For an oversight of
photobleaching work, see the review by Sigel.9 Friebele has reported significant bleaching at
microwatt power levels.10 There is even a report that the bleaching effect is transient, which is
an unsettling thought. 11

We used a He - Ne laser with a measured CW power level of 2 mW. The He - Ne
wavelength of 633 nm falls in the middle of the non-bridging oxygen defect
absorption/fluorescence band, which we have previously observed in this fiber. 12, I The red
LED is a good probe of transmission in that wavelength region.

For our first attempt, we simply pointed the laser beam (diameter about 2.5 mm) at the end
of the 600 lain core fiber, since Friebele has reported effects at very low power levels.10 After
about 1 hour, we measured the transmission, and found no change within our measurement
accuracy (about 5 %). Next we used a microscope objective to focus the entire laser beam on
the fiber end face. After an hour of this we still saw no change.

, We plan to extend these studies to higher power lasers, but the present results are not
encouraging, lt appears that photobleaching fibers with this level and type of damage will not
be as simple as we had hoped.

,, A careful reading of the literature suggests that this result is not unexpected, however.9 As
we have noted, we are observing the equilibrium damage level of attenuation. The current
theory of photobleaching suggests a mechanism similar to that of self annealing, and data show
that the limits of photobleaching are the same as those for annealing, leaving the same residue
of nonremovable damage. However, immediately after tile damage and before the self-
annealing, we might expect that the transient darkening we reported in our earlier paper would
decay even faster in the presence of a bleaching source.1 It should be possible, by the counter
injection of a bleaching beam in the fiber with a beam splitter (at a wavelength outside our
signal band), to keep the transient attenuation down to a negligible level. This procedure
would leave only the permanent damage, which will build up monotonically and more slowly,
and which we would hope to account for by periodic re-calibrations.

5 Discussion

The attenuation results reported above are serious enough to cause problems in signal loss

,. for the D - T phase of TFTR and JET (and will be intolerable in a much more reactive machine

i' _ such as the proposed big international tokam,_, ITER). There are several possible remedies
for the current generation of fusion devices in their D - T phase of operation, both for

i attenuation and for the fluorescence reported earlier.l Fiber runs in the tokamak chamber
i ,. should be kept very short, and should be shielded. The signal might be chopped at the sourcei

end, to allow fluorescence measurements to be made during the source-blocked phase. This1

' technique decreases the average signal, however, and moving anything in a 5 T field in high
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radiation is not an attractive idea. (We are nevertheless looking into the possibility.) A more
promising idea is companion fibers cut from the same batch as the signal fibers. These
companion fibers, which would run alongside the signal fibers and dead-end in opaque caps at
the tokamak, would furnish a subtractable fluorescent signal. A more complicated (but perhaps (
necessary) method would be to use companion loops, carrying a square-wave light signal as
we did for the transient opacity studies reported earlier. 1 The light-off phase supplies the
fluorescent background, and the difference between light-on and light-off measures the
changing transmission.

Our attempt at photobleaching seems to show that the equilibrium level of damage-induced
attenuation cannot be lessened. On the other hand, the hope remains that the continuous
injection of a bleaching signal might serve to eliminate the serious problem of the opacity
changing on the same time scale that the plasma discharge evolves.

These remediation efforts are fairly simple, but some questions remain. If the NA of a
system will be changing, it may be necessary to redesign some of the optical systems with this
possibility in mind. Also, the predominant mechanism causing fluorescence is thought to be
Cerenkov radiation arising from fast (Compton) electrons produced externally to the fiber.7
However, there is probably a direct excitatior, _':_omgamrra rays, too. The balance of these
effects determines the nature of the fiber shie',..'.i_ wtdch probably must be used for critical
low-level signal fibers. We hope to examine the*,:,cmatters further.
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